FRENCH LEGISLATORS
Dignitaries Visit Area

By JUDY BROUSSARD
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There were “Mon ami’s” flying at the Lafayette Municipal Airport yesterday as about 50 persons awaited the arrival of five French legislators — Senators of the French National Assembly.

On hand to greet the visitors to Acadiana were James Domengeaux and Joseph Glorioso of CODOFIL, several Louisiana legislators, a group of French teachers here on a teacher exchange program, and other interested persons.

As a low-hanging fog kept their plane from landing in Lafayette until after noon, the planned forays into French Acadiana had to be cut short.

Acadian Cuisine

The senators were taken to Breaux Bridge and Henderson for exposure to bi-lingual Americans and the cuisine of the area.

The delegation was headed by Senator Louis Gros, chairman of the Commission of Cultural Affairs of the French Senate. Other members of the delegation were: Senator Adolphe Chauvin, vice president of the commission; Senator Jean Fleury, commission secretary; Senator Maurice Verillon, who is in charge of the commission’s budget; Senator Jacques Habert, director of the newspaper France-Amerique; Yvon Gasser, administrator of the commission; and Miss Dominique Poussier, delegation secretary.

Pleasant Surprise

The French legislators were very pleasantly surprised at the
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